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KIBOSH FASTFREEZE 
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61690 Fastfreeze Spray Large 10 oz 
61691 1/2" Fastfreeze Pipe Clamp 
61692 3/4" Fastfreeze Pipe Clamp

Kibosh Fast Freeze Clamps rapidly form ice plugs in static water lines 
eliminating the need to drain down a system to make a repair. They 
require less freezing gas than foam sleeves to achieve and maintain 
an isolating ice plug. 

Pipe Freeze Spray is injected into the freeze clamp using the straw 
provided via the fluid inlet hole. The contact foam inside the clamp 
cavity absorbs the freeze spray and allows it to evaporate slowly 
through the vent hole. This quickly cools down the pipe wall and the 
water, creating an isolating ice plug within the pipe. 

 Clamp is easily attached to the pipe with a click. 
 The fully sealed enclosed cavity delivers a more efficient 
    focused and faster freeze. 
 The FASTFREEZE clamp is suitable for different pipes – 
    Copper, Steel, Plastic, Lead & Iron pipes

TRUE UTILITY POCKET KNIFE 
WITH REPLACEABLE BLADES
11380
The secure, two-step blade release system gives great cutting control and makes blade replacement 
simple. The fine edge blade is great for opening boxes and slicing materials while the saw blade is 
ideal for cutting rope, branches, etc. The Replaceable Blade Knife comes with three blades: 
two fine edge blades and a saw blades. The steel clip and blade storage case provide convenient 
carry.

 Blade Shape: Drop Point 
 Blade Length: 3.5” 
 Blade Steel: 3CR13 Stainless Steel 
 Blade Finish: Black Oxide 
 Locking Mechanism: Liner lock 
 Handle: Fiberglass-filled Nylon

I N C LU D E D 
AC C E S S O R I E S 
 3.5" Saw Blade 
 (2) 3.5" Fine Edge Blade 
 Blade Carrying Case

F E AT U R E S

Replacement Blades: 
11400  Replacement Blades (Pk/5)

Scan here 
for product 
video
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best featured ITEMS Best Carries ...
Did You KnowDiablo Steel Demon Carbide Reciprocating Blades

for Medium Metal Cutting 

Outlet Repair Assortment
#24994   

Maid-O-Mist Hot Water 
Auto Vent No.67
#91125   

Ridgid Model K-50 Cutter Tool Set
#99150675    

Contains 461 Outlet Repair items including wire 
connectors, plate screws, receptacle screws, 
and drivers   pg. 2-2

A float-operated vent for use on 
convector radiators, baseboard 
radiation and radiant panels. 
Designed to be used in space 
that is limited and can be installed in trouble 
spots previously neglected or improperly 
vented. No air chamber is required.  pg. 9-2

 Vertical Mounting 
 1/8” I.P. Male Connection 
 Up to 50 lbs pressure 
 3-3/4” x 1/16” 
 Can substitute the following models: 
      Hoffman #77 & #790; Dole #2000, Gorton 
      #75; Bell & Gossett #67 
 Bright brass finish 

Liquid Lime Solv (CS/12)                                            #98650  

APPLICATION: Removes lime, rust, scale and other hard mineral 
deposits. Dissolves urinary salts. Works on gas hot water heaters, 
heat exchangers, hot water coils and boilers, cooling towers, 
condensers, toilet bowls, urinals. Safe to use on steel copper, 
iron, bronze, and lead piping. pg. 6-78

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: Hydrochloric Acid 

PUMP IT UP PROMOTION
Ask your Rep for details!
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#88110463 - 9"

Steel Demon carbide 10 TPI medium metal cutting reciprocating blade 
delivers 50x longer cutting life and clean finish for strut, pipe, stainless 
steel and all other metals ranging in 1/16" to 1/8" thickness. pg. 10-35

 High performance carbide for greater durability and cutting performance in 
     medium metal 

 Enhanced carbide to blade connection for extreme impact resistance 

 10 TPI tooth geometry for clean/smooth finishes on medium metal applications 

 1 in. oversized blade body for straighter cuts with less vibration 

 Ideal for cutting all metals between 1/16 in. to 5/16 in. 

 Ideal for medium metal cutting such as cast iron pipe, stainless steel materials, 
     angle tubing and struts

#88110477 - 12”

Toilet Flange Repair Metal Quick Ring                 #55555   

Use the Quick Ring to replace any and all closet rings. 
Install the quick ring around the body of the flange. The 
unique screw tabs attach to wood or concrete. The old 
closet ring does not need to be present. pg. 5-10

 Install around body of flange
 Plastisol coat provides corrosion protection 
 Slotted for 1/4" or 5/16" closet bolt

Kit Includes: 
 Bulb auger ideal for initial stage of drain 
      cleaning  
 Spade cutter designed for following up after 
      augers  
 "C" Cutter excellent for blockages in lines 
    Drop head auger ideal for cleaning back-to-
      back mounted fixtures
pg. 10-75


